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Company
Name

Summary Review
Recommended

Priority

KWHoldings
Limited

Substantial net asset reduction
due to investment impairments and
stagnant trading. High liquidity risk
with limited cashflows and
significant potential for further
asset devaluation.

Yes High

Polyteck
Building
Services
Limited

Strong growth with significantly
higher turnover and profit.
Possesses competitive, credit,
interest rate, and liquidity risks but
shows strong risk management
practices and investment in
resources.

No Low

Red Paddle Co
Limited

Severe sales decline due tomarket
oversupply, leading to a fiscal loss.
Although the companymaintains
high product standards, it faces
economic and exchange rate risks,
aecting profitability.

Yes High

Fleetmill
Holdings Ltd

Dramatic revenue growth coupled
with increasing costs and potential
liquidity challenges. Risk factors
such as rising creditors and
ambiguous debtor details
necessitate careful financial and
operational monitoring.

Yes Medium

VianMarketing
Limited

Suered notable losses driven by
overstock andmarket downturn,
aecting its subsidiary, Red Paddle
Co Limited. Challenges include

Yes High
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market compression and exchange
rate impacts.

FORESIGHT
ADVISORS
LIMITED

While currently stable with limited
early-stage risk exposure, ongoing
monitoring of regulations,
technology, and funding is crucial
given the dynamic financial and
compliance landscape.

No Low

Bathgate Silica
Sand Limited

Outfacing severe external cost
pressures but maintainingmarket
demandwith ongoing
capital-intensive upgrades to
secure long-term operational
eiciency and environmental
sustainability.

No Medium

Triage Services
Limited

Deep financial distress with
declining turnover and significant
losses accentuated by
restructuring costs and impaired
assets. Immediate aention
required to review financial
strategies andmarket alignment.

Yes High

Wellbore
Integrity
Solutions UK
Limited

Revenue declined from project
completion, but marginal gross
profit improvement due to eective
cost management. Faces intense
industry competition andmargin
pressures from cost inflation and
credit risks.

No Medium

Holroyd
Precision Ltd

Rebound in turnover amidst
growing nichemarkets. However,
profitability is impacted by rising
material costs. Reliance on
continuous innovation and R&D to
keep competitive edge in
specialised segments.

No Medium
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Material
Change
Limited

Exceptional profit from a subsidiary
sale masks underlying risks such as
market volatility and liquidity issues.
Key challenges includemanaging
input cost fluctuations and reliance
on the parent company for financial
stability.

Yes Medium

Triage
Holdings
Limited

Faced with a substantial impairment
from its subsidiary's poor
performance and a shaky liquidity
position. Its financial health is
heavily dependent on subsidiary
Triage Services Limited, which is
also struggling.

Yes High

Melville
Independent
Plc

Decline in revenue due to restrictive
new business conditions, though
increased ongoing income provides
some stability. Risks include
regulatory changes and reliance on
key personnel.

No Medium

Luddon
Construction
Limited

Exhibited strong financial growth
with diversification intomultiple
sectors. Notwithstanding robust
performance, material inflation and
retention are seen as potential
threats to profitability.

No Low

Pedersen
Contracting
Services Ltd

Despite a turnover decrease on a
comparative multi-month basis,
annual growth remains positive with
strong operational improvements.
Continues to face global price risks,
liquidity constraints, and customer
credit risks.

No Medium

Global
Machinery
Solutions
Limited

Encountered a tough year with
cautious customer spending. Faces
risks from currency fluctuations,
liquidity management, and
regulatory frameworks. Managed
overhead increases for anticipated

Yes Medium
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future growth which impacted
profitability.

Fourteen IP
Network
Services
Limited

Turnaround to profitability from
previous loss due to no recurrence
of large legal expenses. Relies
heavily on its parent company and
specialised industry exposure,
which introduces certain risks.

No Low
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